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Information that relates to a prior knowledge schema is remembered better and consolidates more rapidly than information that does not.

Another factor that influences memory consolidation is sleep and growing evidence suggests that sleep-related processing is important for

integration with existing knowledge. Here, we perform an examination of how sleep-related mechanisms interact with schema-dependent

memory advantage. Participants first established a schema over 2 weeks. Next, they encoded new facts, which were either related to the schema

or completely unrelated. After a 24 h retention interval, including a night of sleep, which we monitored with polysomnography, participants

encoded a second set of facts. Finally, memory for all facts was tested in a functional magnetic resonance imaging scanner. Behaviorally, sleep

spindle density predicted an increase of the schema benefit to memory across the retention interval. Higher spindle densities were associated

with reduced decay of schema-related memories. Functionally, spindle density predicted increased disengagement of the hippocampus across

24 h for schema-related memories only. Together, these results suggest that sleep spindle activity is associated with the effect of prior knowledge

on memory consolidation.
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Introduction
The assimilation of new information into existing knowledge is
essential for long-term memory formation. Evidence from ro-

dents (Tse et al., 2007), humans (van Kesteren et al., 2013), and
computational modeling (McClelland, 2013) suggests that the
relationship between new information and pre-existing knowl-
edge schemas influences this consolidation process. Schemas are
coherent frameworks of knowledge and are thought to interact
with incoming information at different stages of mnemonic
processing, including acquisition, consolidation, and retrieval
(Bartlett, 1932; Bransford and Johnson, 1972; Minsky, 1974; Ru-
melhart, 1980; van Buuren et al., 2014). A striking characteristic
of schemas is their beneficial effect on memory (known as the
schema effect). Thus, new information that links coherently with
a schema is learned more easily than information that does not
relate to any existing schema (Bartlett, 1932; Brent, 1969; John-
son, 1970; Bransford and Johnson, 1972; Chase and Simon, 1973;
Mandler and Johnson, 1977; van Kesteren et al., 2010a, 2014).

Work in rodents has shown that newly formed memories be-
come independent of the hippocampus more quickly and are
retained for longer in the presence of an associative schema (Tse
et al., 2007, 2011). During memory consolidation, the hippocam-
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Significance Statement

Episodic memories are gradually assimilated into long-term memory and this process is strongly influenced by sleep. The con-

solidation of new information is also influenced by its relationship to existing knowledge structures, or schemas, but the role of

sleep in such schema-related consolidation is unknown. We show that sleep spindle density predicts the extent to which schemas

influence the consolidation of related facts. This is the first evidence that sleep is associated with the interaction between prior

knowledge and long-term memory formation.
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pus is thought to promote a gradual incorporation of newly
acquired information into long-term memory by binding, reac-
tivating, and strengthening distributed cortical– cortical con-
nections (Frankland and Bontempi, 2005). While memory
consolidation has long been regarded as a slow and gradual pro-
cess (McClelland et al., 1995), the findings by Tse and colleagues
challenge this view. Recent computational simulations based on
the complementary learning systems theory (CLS) confirm that
the assimilation of schema-consistent information into existing
neocortical knowledge structures can proceed rapidly and with-
out interference (McClelland, 2013). Together, these findings
suggest that consistency with prior knowledge enables a more
efficient incorporation of new information into long-term mem-
ory and thereby accelerates hippocampal independence.

A second major influence on memory consolidation is sleep
(Diekelmann and Born, 2010). Sleep has been shown to promote
various aspects of memory consolidation, including the strength-
ening and reorganization of memory traces (Frankland and
Bontempi, 2005; Rasch and Born, 2013). During sleep, slow os-
cillations orchestrate the occurrence of sleep spindles and hip-
pocampal sharp wave ripples (SWRs), which have been linked to
memory reactivation (Siapas and Wilson, 1998; Sirota et al.,
2003; Steriade and Timofeev, 2003; Mölle et al., 2006). The syn-
chronization of these oscillations across the hippocampus and
neocortex provides ideal conditions for the hippocampal–neo-
cortical dialogue that underpins memory consolidation (Buzsáki,
1996; Hasselmo, 1999). Furthermore, sleep has been implicated
in the process whereby new memories become part of existing
knowledge structures (Tamminen et al., 2013). Sleep spindles, in
particular, have been shown to play a role in the integration of
new information into existing knowledge (Tamminen et al.,
2010, 2013). These findings raise the question of how sleep, and
specifically sleep spindles, might be related to the accelerated
consolidation of memories that fit closely with an existing
schema. In the present study, we aimed to explore the role of sleep
in memory consolidation in the context of the schema effect.
Participants first established a schema and then memorized new
information that was either related to the schema [schema-
related (SR) facts] or was completely unrelated [nonschema (NS)
facts]. We were interested in sleep-related differences in the con-
solidation between SR memories and NS memories.

Materials and Methods
This study consisted of two parts. In the first part participants established a
schema by learning information about arthropods (schema A) or cells
(schema B) over six separate sessions. In the second part participants mem-
orized SR and NS facts, in two encoding sessions (remote and recent) sepa-
rated by a 24 h interval. Sleep during the night between remote and recent
encoding sessions was monitored with polysomnography (PSG). Directly
after the second (recent) encoding session, we tested memory for the newly
learned facts by presenting a learned fact together with a false choice, inside a
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner. A schematic illustration of the
procedure is shown in Figure 1. This design allowed us to accomplish the
following: (1) compute the difference between memory for recently and
remotely learned facts, which served as an approximation of the overnight
change in memory; (2) compute the difference between SR and NS memory,
which served as a measure for the schema effect; (3) explore how the schema
effect changed across time, approximated by the interaction between the
schema effect and the recent versus remote difference; and (4) assess whether
the overnight change in the schema effect was associated with sleep spindles
or slow-wave activity.

Participants
Twenty-three native British students (mean age: 21.55 years; SD: 2.61
years; six males; randomly assigned to one of the two schemas) partici-

pated in this study. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, no
hearing problems, and no history of neurological, psychiatric, or sleep
disorders. Participants were required to have no knowledge beyond that
of basic schooling at the primary level in the two schema categories
(arthropods and cell biology) and no particular interest in biology, med-
icine, chemistry, and zoology. Informed consent was obtained from all
participants before the study, which was approved by the University of
Manchester Research Ethics Committee. Two participants had to be ex-
cluded due to technical problems during the encoding and one due to
insufficient schema learning, leaving 20 individuals for the analysis.

Stimuli
Schemas. Each schema comprised information about the category (ar-
thropods or cells) and detailed characteristics of 12 individual category
members. A diagrammatic illustration of schemas A and B is shown in
Figure 1. The two schemas were highly parallel in structure and con-
tained information at each hierarchical level. For schema A, participants
learned general information about arthropods and the two families of
arthropods, ants and crabs. Each family was divided into three subfami-
lies, each containing two individual species. Detailed information (15–25
facts) about anatomy, habitat, food preferences, and behavioral charac-
teristics for each of the 12 species comprised the main part of the schema.
Schema B was organized in the same way and contained information
about different cells, in particular different cell types and cell organelles.
New names were created for all category members of each schema.

Novel, related facts. For each of the 12 category members, six additional
facts (SR facts) were created, which were not part of the schema but were
used for the encoding of the second part of the study. These facts were new
but related to information in the schema. Examples are provided in Table 1.
Each fact existed in two, equally likely versions. One version, which was
randomly chosen for each participant, was used for the encoding. The other
one served as false choice for the recall. This design ensured that participants
could not guess the correct answer based on their schema knowledge. The SR
facts for schema A served as NS facts for schema B and vice versa. The facts
were kept vague to prevent participants from knowing what the NS facts
were about. For the same reason, the names of the 12 category members were
made up. The facts for schema A and schema B were counterbalanced for the
number of words, number of syllables, and numerical values. None of the
facts were longer than eight words or 14 syllables so that all facts could easily
be read within the presentation time.

Procedure
Part I: schema-learning. Participants were randomly assigned to one of
the two schemas and performed a test on their prior knowledge in that
category. This pretest involved pictures and questions about the main
category (arthropods or cells) and about the 12 category members. All
questions were multiple choice and presented without a time limit. Sub-
jects who achieved a �20% performance could not take part in the ex-
periment. The following schema learning involved six sessions, which
were spaced on average across 13 � 0.7 (SE) d (minimum, 11 d; maxi-
mum, 17 d). Sessions were �1.5 h long, but this could vary as participants
were allowed to work through the material at a self-determined pace. The
schema information was presented as reading material. A range of differ-
ent tasks, including free recall, multiple choice questions, open ques-
tions, and picture naming tests, were administered in each session to
facilitate the learning and to monitor the learning progress. Participants
were only allowed to continue with the second part of the experiment
(i.e., the encoding phase) when they reached a threshold of 85% in ses-
sion six to assure that the schema was fully established. One participant
was excluded based on this criterion. The average proportion correct
from the remaining participants in the final test session was 0.93 � 0.01
(SE). In addition to schema information, participants also learned the
names of the 12 category members of the other schema and completed
phonological tasks without knowing their meanings.

Part II: fact encoding. The second phase of the experiment involved two
encoding sessions (E1 and E2) and a recall session. The two encoding
sessions were separated by 24 � 1.5 h (mean; starting time for E1: 1:36
P.M., SD: 28 min; mean starting time for E2: 12:52 P.M., SD: 18 min). E1
took place on the day following schema-learning session 6. In each en-
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coding session, participants were exposed to 36 SR and 36 NS facts. Facts
were presented in pseudorandom order (consecutive facts were from
different category members), in four presentation rounds. Each fact was
presented for 6 s in the first round and for 4 s in the remaining three
rounds. Each trial started with the presentation of a fact and was followed
by a blank screen for 500 ms before the next stimulus appeared. Each
participant had a 10 s break after the presentation of every 18th facts.
After two presentation rounds, participants had a 30 s break. Each en-
coding session lasted �40 min. Participants were instructed to memorize
each fact carefully, to focus only at the fact that was presented at the time,
and to give each fact equal memorization effort. Participants were also
informed about how they would be tested in the recall task. One encoding

session involved facts associated with one family of the schema (for ex-

ample, ants) and one family of the unlearned schema (for example, cells).

The other encoding session involved facts associated with the other

Figure 1. Procedure and illustration of the schema structure. Procedure: participants were randomly assigned to schema A or B. Sessions 1– 6, spaced across 2 weeks, comprised the schema learning. In two

encoding sessions, spaced by a 24 h interval, participants learned new SR and NS facts. Sleep was monitored in the night between the two encoding sessions with PSG. The recall took place inside an MRI scanner

immediately after the second encoding. Schema structure: schema A comprised general information about arthropods, including the two families ants and crabs and detailed information about the anatomy,

habit, foodpreferences,andcharacteristicsof12individualspecies.SchemaBfollowedthesamestructurebutincludedinformationaboutdifferentcellstypesandorganelles.Thenamesofthecategorymembers

of each schema were made up.

Table 1. Examples of the SR facts

Information in the schema Fact (version 1) Fact (version 2)

Oatii is a very colourful crab,

which changes its colour

when the temperature

changes

Oatii turns blue in heat Oatii turns brown in heat

Pontu lives for a long time Pontu has a lifespan of 5

years

Pontu has a lifespan of 7 years

Gulosa has a hard exoskeleton

due to a high amount of

minerals in its chitin

Gulosa contains potassium

in its shell

Gulosa contains magnesium in

its shell

Hennies et al. • Spindles Predict Schema-Related Consolidation J. Neurosci., March 30, 2016 • 36(13):3799 –3810 • 3801



family of the schema (for example, crabs) and the unlearned schema (for

example, organelles). This was done to minimize interference between

the two encoding sessions. The order was counter-balanced between

participants. On the day of E1, participants were invited to sleep over-

night from 11:00 P.M. to 7:00 A.M. in a bedroom in the Sleep Research

Laboratory at the University of Manchester, where they were monitored

with PSG while they slept. The recall took place directly after the second

encoding session inside a 3T MRI scanner. All 144 facts were tested in a

two-alternative task. Each trial started with the presentation of a fixation

cross in the middle of the screen for 500 ms. This was followed by the

presentation of a fact together with its false choice for 6000 ms. Par-

ticipants had to choose the correct answer by pressing the corre-

sponding button on a button box with the right hand within the 6 s

interval. Participants were instructed not to guess, but to press a

“Don’t know” button in case they were unsure. Seventy-two rest trials

lasting 6000 ms each, in which a fixation cross was presented in the

middle of the screen, were included to facilitate estimation of func-

tional MRI (fMRI) baseline activity. Participants conducted five prac-

tice trials before they started with the recall task.

Equipment
This experiment was realized with custom-written scripts using Cogent
2000, developed by the Cogent 2000 team at the Functional Imaging
Laboratory and the Institute for Cognitive Neuroscience (University
College, London). It was written and executed using Matlab 7.5 running
on a PC equipped with a dual-core processor. Responses were recorded
using a serial multibutton box attached to a Domino 2 microcontroller
from Micromint, with a time resolution of �1 ms.

PSG data acquisition and analysis
PSG monitoring was performed using an Embla N7000 sleep-
monitoring system (Natus Medical), with Ag–AgCl electrodes attached
using EC2 electrogel after the scalp was first prepared with NuPrep exfo-
liating agent (Weaver). Scalp electrodes were attached using the 10 –20
system at six standard locations—C3, C4, F3, F4, O1, and O2— each
referenced to the contralateral mastoid (M1 and M2). Left and right
electro-oculogram; left, right, and upper electromyogram; and a ground
electrode were also attached. All electrodes were verified to have a con-
nection impedance of �5 k�. All signals were digitally sampled at a rate
of 200 Hz. Sleep structure was analyzed using RemLogic 1.1 software
(Natus Medical). Sleep data were organized into 30 s epochs and band-
pass filtered between 0.3 and 35 Hz to remove low-frequency drift and
high-frequency noise. Sleep data were visually scored independently by
two experienced sleep researchers according to the standardized sleep
scoring criteria of Rechtschaffen and Kales (1968). The proportion of
time spent in each sleep stage and the overall sleep duration were calcu-
lated. The spindle analysis involved artifact-rejected, stage 2 nonrapid-
eye movement (NREM) sleep. Raw EEG data were bandpass filtered
(12–15 Hz) using a linear finite impulse response filter. Automated de-
tection (Ferrarelli et al., 2007), which has been widely used in the litera-
ture (Tamminen et al., 2013), derived the number of discrete spindle
events. Reported results are averaged across channels (C3, C4, F3, F4, O1,
and O2). We focused on stage 2 (N2) sleep spindles because prior work
shows that N2 spindles are the most strongly associated with the integra-
tion of newly learned information with existing knowledge (Tamminen
et al., 2010). Increased connectivity between the neocortex and hip-
pocampus associated with stage 2 spindles (Andrade et al., 2011) and
enhanced global synchronization during stage 2 sleep (Genzel et al.,
2014) might favor the integration of new information into existing neo-
cortical networks.

Statistical analyses
A factorial design with factors schema (SR, NS) and delay (recent, re-
mote) was used, which allowed us to compare memory performance
across four conditions: SR remote, NS remote, SR recent, and NS recent.
Behavioral performance was assessed by calculating the proportion of
trials in which the learned fact was correctly identified. Proportions were
arcsine-transformed for analyses to better meet the assumption of nor-
mality (Judd et al., 2009).

To determine whether physiological aspects of sleep explained the
increase of schema effect across time, which was measured by the behav-
ioral interaction score NS(recent � remote) � SR(recent � remote), we con-
ducted a simultaneous regression analysis with the following variables:
total sleep time (TST; in minutes), REM sleep (percentage of TST), stage
1 sleep (percentage of TST), slow-wave sleep (SWS; percentage of TST),
and N2 spindle density (number of spindles per minute) as the explana-
tory variables; and the behavioral interaction score as dependent vari-
able. Multicollinearity was assessed according to the variance inflation
factor; because N2 sleep time was correlated with SWS (r(19) � �0.62,
p � 0.01) and REM sleep (r(19) � �0.54, p � 0.02), it was not included in
the regression model. The remaining predictor variables were found not
to be collinear. The association between the schema effect and the N2
spindle density was further explored by a median split analysis, in which
participants were divided into two groups based on their spindle density.
A 2 	 2 	 2 repeated-measures ANOVA, with factors schema, delay, and
spindle group (levels: high spindle group, low spindle group) was used to
assess whether the overnight change of the schema effect differed be-
tween participants with high spindle densities from those with lower
spindle densities. We considered p � 0.05 as significant and all tests were
two tailed. Correlation strengths were compared using the Hotelling–
Williams test (Sickle, 2003).

fMRI data acquisition and analysis
fMRI time series data were acquired using a 3T Allegra MR scanner
(Siemens) with an eight-channel head coil. Blood oxygen level-
dependent signal was recorded using T2*-weighted fMRI images ob-
tained with a gradient echo-planar sequence. Fifty oblique transaxial
slices tilted at 15° were acquired in an ascending sequence with a voxel
size of 3 	 3 	 2.8 mm 3, including an interslice gap of 40%, matrix size
of 64 	 64, time repetition of 2960 ms, time echo of 30 ms, and flip angle
of 80°. Functional imaging data were processed using the Statistical Para-
metric Mapping 8 software (SPM8, Wellcome Department of Cognitive
Neurology, London, UK; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). Functional
images were realigned and corrected for slice acquisition time differ-
ences. Images were then transformed into standard stereotaxic space,
corresponding to the Montreal Neurological Institute canonical brain.
This was accomplished by registering the mean EPI volume to SPM8’s
EPI template and applying the calculated transform to all image volumes.
Finally, a spherical Gaussian smoothing kernel with a full-width at half-
maximum of 8 mm was applied to the normalized data of each partici-
pant. Data analysis was conducted with a two-level, random-effects
general linear model (Friston et al., 1994). At the first level, the design
matrix contained five regressors. These were the four experimental con-
ditions—SR remote, NS remote, SR recent, and NS recent—and button
presses for individual trials modeled as single events with 0 duration.
Each regressor was convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response
function. Movement parameters were included as six nonconvolved re-
gressors of no interest. Effects of interest were modeled by linear t con-
trasts at the first level for individual participants. These included one-
sample t tests for the delay (remote vs recent), schema-relatedness (SR vs
NS), and the interaction between delay and schema-relatedness. The
contrast images resulting from these first-level analyses were taken for-
ward to second-level one-sample t tests. To investigate neural correlates
of our behavioral findings, we investigated brain regions in which spindle
density predicted an overnight difference in brain activity between SR
and NS memories. Therefore a linear t contrast of the negative interac-
tion SR(recent � remote) � NS(recent � remote) was calculated at the first level.
The resulting contrast image was carried forward to a second-level one-
sample t test and N2 spindle density was included as a covariate. Brain
regions that differentiated between conditions were identified using a
statistical criterion of �48 contiguous voxels at a voxelwise threshold of
p � 0.005. These height and extent thresholds were selected on the
basis of a Monte Carlo simulation using 1000 iterations implemented
in Matlab, to correspond with an overall false-positive rate of p �

0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons (Slotnick et al., 2003). Based
on previous research (Tse et al., 2007; van Kesteren et al., 2012), we
focused on our a priori region of interest, the hippocampus. Beta
estimates of the resulting clusters were extracted using Marsbar, and
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correlation and median split analyses were conducted on the � esti-
mates averaged across the cluster.

Behavioral control group. Since a behavioral schema effect was present
immediately after encoding, the overnight increase in this advantage
could potentially be due to differences in encoding strength of the SR and
the NS conditions independent of schema-relatedness. To control for
this possible confound, we tested an additional experimental group (con-
trol group), in which we manipulated encoding strength (weak vs
strong), instead of schema-relatedness (SR vs NS). Twenty-four native
English students (mean age: 21.9 years; SD: 2.99 years; eight males) were
recruited for the control group. The same recruitment criteria as for the
schema group were applied. Our aim was to mimic memory perfor-
mance of the recent condition of the schema group (i.e., high perfor-
mance in the SR condition and low performance in the NS condition) to
then be able to compare how memory performance changed in the
remote condition. For this reason, we excluded participants who per-
formed � 3 SDs from the mean of the SR recently encoded condition of
the schema group. Four participants were excluded based on this crite-
rion. Participants completed two encoding sessions (matched in time to
the schema study), which were separated by 24 h and a recall session that
took place directly after the second encoding. In the encoding sessions,
participants memorized the same 144 facts (72 facts per session) that
were used in the schema study, but without any prior schema knowledge
(i.e., all facts were learned in the NS condition). To create the necessary
differences in encoding strength, half of the facts were encoded more
than twice as many times (9	; strongly encoded facts) as the other half

(4	; weakly encoded facts). Because participants in the schema group
could easily distinguish between SR and NS facts based on their prior
knowledge, we used visual cues in the control group, which enabled
participants to distinguish between the two groups of facts: strongly en-
coded facts were presented in purple and weakly encoded facts were
presented in yellow. Encoding trials were equivalent and carefully
matched to the schema group. Facts were presented in five rounds. In the
first round, only the strongly encoded facts were shown. In the other four
rounds, the strongly encoded facts were shown twice and the weakly
encoded facts once. In the night between the two encoding sessions,
participants slept in the sleep laboratory and sleep was monitored with
PSG. The PSG acquisition and analysis was equivalent to the original
schema group. The recall task was equivalent to the schema group, but
without fMRI.

Results
Behavioral results
Behavioral results are presented in Figure 2A. As expected, mem-
ory performance was better for SR than for NS facts (F(19) �

46.47, p � 0.001), indicating that our schema manipulation was
successful. Importantly, we found a significant schema 	 delay
interaction, with the schema effect being greater for the remote
than the recent condition (F(19) � 5.24, p � 0.034), and thus
suggesting that the schema effect increased across time.

Figure 2. Behavioral results. A, The proportion of correctly remembered facts. There was a clear schema benefit that was greater for remotely than recently encoded facts. B, This overnight

increase in the schema effect, which was measured by the interaction score, was predicted by the stage 2 spindle density. C, Results of the median split analysis on the spindle densities of the schema

group. For the NS condition there was no difference in the overnight change in memory performance between the low and the high spindle density groups. For the SR condition, the high spindle

density group showed no overnight memory change, while the low spindle group showed significant memory decay, indicating that the reduced decay of SR items was associated with participants

who had high spindle densities. D, Results of the control group compared with the schema group. While the schema group showed significantly less decay of SR memories than NS memories, the

control group exhibited an equivalent decay rate for strongly and weakly encoded facts. This was significant in a 2 	 2 	 2 mixed-measures ANOVA. This suggests that the schema manipulation,

and not the difference in encoding strength between the SR and NS memories, was driving the increase in the schema effect over time in the schema group. Data are presented as mean � SE.

Statistical analyses were performed on the arcsine-transformed proportion of correctly remembered facts. Low Sp., Low spindle density group; High Sp., high spindle density group; n.s., not

significant. ***p � 0.001, **p � 0.01, *p � 0.05, n.s. p � 0.1.
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Sleep-related results
Spindle density predicts increase in schema effect
PSG results are presented in Table 2. One participant was ex-
cluded from the analysis due to artifacts in the EEG recording.
We conducted a multiple-regression analysis to determine
whether sleep parameters predicted the increase in the schema
effect from the recent to the remote condition. The overall regres-
sion model with the explanatory variables TST, percentage of
stage 1 (N1), percentage of REM sleep, percentage of SWS, and
N2 sleep spindle density was significant (F(5,13) � 5.63, p � 0.006)
and predicted 56.20% of the variance in the interaction scores
(adjusted R 2; r � 0.83). The main factors influencing the over-
night change of the schema effect were spindle density (t � 4.11,
p � 0.001) and SWS (t � �3.05, p � 0.009). No other variable
was significant (�t� � 1.57, p � 0.14). Note that the percentage of
SWS was highly correlated with the percentage of N2 sleep. For
this reason, N2 sleep was not included in the regression model.
Including N2 in the model instead of SWS provided the same
results; hence, we cannot differentiate between the contributions
of SWS and N2 sleep. Our analyses focus on sleep spindles, which
showed a selective effect (for details on the SWS/N2 results, see
Association between SWS/N2 and schema effect). Further analy-
ses revealed that spindle density was strongly correlated with the
interaction score (r(19) � 0.60, p � 0.006), with higher spindle
densities predicting greater overnight increases in the schema
effect as shown in Figure 2B. In other words, participants with
higher spindle densities showed less overnight forgetting of the
SR compared with the NS items than participants with lower
spindle densities. To explore what was driving this correlation,
we conducted a median split analysis based on the spindle density
(Fig. 2C). We found a significant three-way interaction (delay 	

schema 	 spindle group; F(17) � 22.12, p � 0.001). For the NS
condition, there was no difference in the overnight change in the
proportion of correctly remembered facts between high and low
spindle density groups (F(17) � 0.69, p � 0.42). For the SR facts,
however, this difference was significant (F(17) � 20.51, p �

0.001). The low spindle group showed a significant decrease in
the number of correctly remembered items from the recent to the
remote condition (t(9) � �7.47, p � 0.001; mean remote: 1.08 �

0.05; mean recent: 1.28 � 0.05), while performance in the high
spindle group was approximately constant (t(8) � 0.59, p � 0.57;
mean remote: 1.17 � 0.04; mean recent: 1.14 � 0.04). Overall,
this median split analysis suggests that the overnight increase in
the schema effect was driven by the fact that memory for SR items
decayed very little in participants with high spindle densities.

To assess whether the correlation between spindle activity and
the interaction score was carried by specific sites, we calculated
the correlations separately for central (C3, C4), frontal (F3, F4),
and occipital (O1, O2) channels. Central and occipital channels
showed significant correlations, frontal channels revealed a trend
(central: r(19) � 0.672, p � 0.002; frontal: r(19) � 0.407, p � 0.083;
occipital: r(19) � 0.635, p � 0.004). We also inspected the change

in the schema effect for slow (11–13 Hz) and fast (13–15 Hz)
spindles separately. We observed significant and comparable cor-
relations for both spindle types (fast: r(19) � 0.555, p � 0.014;
slow: r(19) � 0.544, p � 0.016).

Specificity of the correlation between spindle density and
behavioral interaction score
A correlation between spindle density and the decay of SR mem-
ories was marginally significant (r(19) � 0.42, p � 0.07). Spindle
density did not correlate with the general overnight memory de-
cay (r � 0.02, p � 0.95), overall memory performance (r � 0.06,
p � 0.83), or memory performance of the first schema learning
session (r � 0.01, p � 0.98), which serves as measure for individ-
ual learning potential. No significant correlation (at � � 0.05)
was observed between spindle density and memory performance
in the control group.

Association between SWS/N2 and schema effect
The regression analysis revealed that SWS/N2 negatively pre-
dicted the interaction score. Thus, the more SWS/N2 a partici-
pant had, the smaller the overnight increase in schema effect.
Interestingly, this negative association between SWS/N2 and
overnight change in the schema effect was driven by a correlation
between SWS/N2 and overnight retention of NS memories, but
not SR memories (NS(recent � remote) � SWS/N2: r(20) � �0.5, p �

0.024; SR(recent � remote) � SWS/N2: r(20) � �0.07, p � 0.76). Thus
more SWS/N2 was associated with better overnight retention of
NS memories and hence lower interaction scores. Because per-
centage of SWS was highly correlated with percentage of N2 sleep,
we cannot distinguish between the roles of N2 and SWS. To assess
whether NREM sleep was a better predictor of the schema effect
than SWS/N2, we included NREM (including N2 and SWS) into
a regression model with the following explanatory variables: TST
(in minutes), NREM sleep (percentage of TST), stage 2 spindle
density. The overall model was significant (F(3,15) � 3,68, p �

0.036), but only spindle density contributed significantly (spindle
density: t � 2.97, p � 0.009; NREM sleep: t � �0.30, p � 0.77;
TST: t � �0.12, p � 0.24). We also assessed the correlation
between NREM sleep and the behavioral interaction score, which
was not significant (r(19) � 0.10, p � 0.69). Thus while SWS/N2
explains a considerable amount of the variance in the overnight
change of the behavioral schema effect, NREM sleep does not.
Further research is needed to clarify the specific relationships
between SWS and N2 and the schema benefit on memory.

Control group results
The behavioral results of the control group are presented in
Figure 2D. A 2 	 2 mixed-measures ANOVA, with factors group
(levels: schema group, control group) and encoding strength
(levels: strong encoding, weak encoding; note that in the schema
group, these levels refer to SR and NS respectively), revealed that
as intended memory performance in the recent condition did not
differ between the schema and the control group (F(1,38) � 0.44,
p � 0.51). The same ANOVA was applied to the remote condi-
tion. Here we observed a significant difference between groups
(F(1,38) � 6.46, p � 0.015), and critically a significant interaction
(F(1,38) � 5.54, p � 0.024). This interaction was driven by lower
performance of the control group compared with the schema
group on strongly encoded facts (t(38) � 3.64, p � 0.001). Perfor-
mance on weakly encoded facts did not differ between the schema
and control group (t(38) � 1.07, p � 0.29). These results show that
the overnight increase in the schema effect, which we observed in
the main experiment, was not driven by encoding strength. In-
stead, this increase was specific to the schema manipulation,

Table 2. Polysomnography results

Parameter Schema group Control group

TST (in min) 432 � 10.53 459.60 � 12.69

Stage 1 (% of TST) 7 � 0.94 6.31 � 0.71

Stage 2 (% of TST) 53 � 1.42 55.15 � 1.67

SWS (% of TST) 22 � 1.16 19.52 � 1.80

REM (% of TST) 17 � 0.94 19.02 � 0.91

N2 spindle density 0.74 � 0.06 0.67 � 0.30

Data are presented as mean � SE. Stage 1, stage 2, SWS, and REM are presented as percentage of TST. Spindle

density is the number of spindles per minute of stage 2 (N2) sleep.
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which seems to have led to a protection of SR memories against
forgetting. To test the possibility that the association between
spindles and overnight change in the schema effect, which we
observed for the schema group, was driven by differences in en-
coding strength rather than the schema effect, we conducted an
equivalent regression analysis for the control group (for PSG
results, see Table 2). As N2 sleep was strongly correlated with
SWS (r(20) � �0.87, p � 0.001), N2 sleep was removed from the
regression model, leaving TST, percentage REM sleep, percent-
age stage 1 sleep, percentage SWS, and stage 2 spindle density as
explanatory variables. Tolerance statistics indicated no problems
regarding multicollinearity of the remaining explanatory vari-
ables. The regression model was not significant (F(5,14) � 0.83,
p � 0.55), and none of the variables had a significant contribu-
tion (t � 1.7, p � 0.1). We also explored whether stage 2 sleep
spindle densities correlated with the behavioral interaction score.
We found that the correlation was not significant (r(20) � �0.06,
p � 0.79). Moreover, the correlations between spindle densities
and behavioral interaction scores were significantly stronger in
the schema compared with the control group (z(38) � 2.22, p �

0.03). This suggests that the association between spindles and the
overnight change of the schema effect was specific to the schema
manipulation.

Neuroimaging results
Brain activity associated with time-dependent memory change
Functionally, we first assessed differences in hippocampal activity
during the recollection of recently and remotely encoded facts

(recent � remote). We observed a cluster in the right hippocam-
pus, shown in Figure 3A (peak: [34 �18 �12]; cluster size: 93
voxels; Table 3). Within this hippocampal cluster, � estimates
revealed that the overnight change in activity did not differ be-

Figure 3. Reduction of activity in the right hippocampus during the recollection of remotely encoded facts compared with recently encoded facts. Hippocampal results are shown at a whole-brain-corrected

significance level of p � 0.05 (voxel-level threshold of p � 0.005 with a cluster extent threshold of k � 48 voxels). A, Reduction of hippocampal activity during the recollection of remotely encoded facts

compared with recently encoded facts. B, Average parameter estimates for the cluster shown in A for all four experimental conditions. The overnight change in hippocampal activity did not differ between the

SR and NS conditions. C, Sleep spindle density predicted a reduction of activity in the right hippocampus during SR fact recollection. No correlation was observed for NS facts. The color bar indicates t values and

activations are superimposed on a standard Montreal Neurological Institute brain. RM, Remote; RC, recent; n.s., not significant. **p � 0.01, *p � 0.05, n.s. p � 0.1.

Table 3. Significant activation clusters for the overnight change

Region of activation
Cluster extent
(voxels)

Maximum
z value p value

Peak Montreal
Neurological Institute
coordinate

Recent � remote

Precuneus (R/L) 29,764 5.74 �0.001 �2 �70 38

Precentral gyrus (L) 418 4.33 �0.001 �44 2 18

Lentiform nucleus (R) 661 4.00 �0.001 24 �10 �4

Middle frontal gyrus (L) 405 4.00 �0.001 �36 40 32

Medial frontal gyrus (R) 347 3.99 �0.001 18 54 10

Hippocampus (R) 93 3.81 �0.001 34 �18 �12

Parahippocampus (R) 53 3.77 �0.001 26 �22 �30

Medial frontal gyrus (L) 479 3.63 �0.001 �12 54 8

Middle temporal gyrus (R) 57 3.50 �0.001 60 2 �14

Middle frontal gyrus (R) 219 3.44 �0.001 38 38 30

Midbrain (R) 132 3.41 �0.001 6 �26 �4

Superior frontal gyrus (L) 58 3.36 0.001 �12 56 24

Insula (L) 169 3.17 0.001 �46 4 2

Superior temporal gyrus (L) 58 3.14 0.001 �54 �18 6

Remote � recent

Inferior frontal gyrus (L) 51 3.58 �0.001 �34 22 �8

Voxelwise threshold of p � 0.005 and extent threshold of k � 48 voxels, which corresponds with an overall

false-positive rate of �5%, corrected for multiple comparisons (Slotnick et al., 2003). L, left; R, right.
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tween SR and NS memories (t(19) � 0.016, p � 0.99; Fig. 3B). As
the behavioral results showed an association between sleep spin-
dles and the retention of SR memories, we examined whether
spindle density was also associated with the observed decrease in
hippocampal engagement across consolidation. We therefore ex-
amined correlations between spindle density and the parameter
estimates for the overnight change in activity within the identi-
fied hippocampal cluster separately for the SR and the NS condi-
tion. Interestingly sleep spindles predicted an overnight change
for the SR condition (Fig. 3C; r(19) � 0.692, p � 0.001), but not
for the NS condition (r(19) � 0.321, p � 0.180), at a Bonferroni-
corrected �-level of 0.025, suggesting that spindles may be spe-
cifically associated with the consolidation of SR memories.

Brain activity associated with schema-relatedness
Differences in activity between SR and NS memory retrieval are
presented in Table 4. This contrast did not reveal any significant
activation within the hippocampus. Interestingly, we found sig-
nificant activation in the anterior cingulate (BA 32), a region that
has been observed previously during memory retrieval in relation
to the schema effect (van Kesteren et al., 2010b; Brod et al., 2015).
However, activation in this region only revealed a marginally
significant modulation by time (t(19) � 1.91, p � 0.07), with a
greater difference between SR and NS memories for the recent
than the remote condition, and did not correlate with sleep-
related measures (SWS: r(20) � 0.11, p � 0.66; spindle density:
r(19) � �0.03, p � 0.89).

Brain activity associated with the interaction between schema-
relatedness and time-dependent memory change
To assess brain regions that showed differences in the overnight
activation change between the SR and the NS condition, we ex-
amined the interaction between the factors schema and delay.

Based on the results by Tse et al. (2007), we expected greater
overnight decrease in hippocampal activity for the SR than the NS
condition. We were therefore especially interested in the negative
interaction contrast SR(recent � remote) � NS(recent � remote), which
identified brain regions that showed greater overnight change in
activity for the SR than the NS condition. However, no significant
effects were observed within our regions of interest (Table 5).

Sleep-related brain activation
Behaviorally, sleep spindles predicted an overnight increase in the
schema effect, driven by less decay of SR memories compared
with NS memories. These results are in line with the idea that
sleep spindles play a role in the integration of new, hippocampus-
dependent information with pre-existing neocortical knowledge
structures (Tamminen et al., 2013), which in turn may result in a
schema-dependent acceleration of hippocampal independence
(Tse et al., 2007). To assess whether spindles were associated with
a greater overnight decrease in hippocampus dependence for SR
than NS memories, we performed a whole-brain analysis of the
negative interaction contrast SR(recent � remote) � NS(recent � remote)

with stage 2 spindle density included as a covariate. This covariate
identified brain regions where spindle density predicted the in-
teraction contrast, i.e., regions where higher spindle densities
predicted a greater overnight change in activity for the SR than
the NS condition. A right posterior hippocampal cluster, shown
in Figure 4A and Table 6, responded strongly to this comparison.
In this cluster, higher spindle densities were associated with
greater overnight decrease in activity for the SR condition than
the NS condition, while lower spindle densities predicted the
opposite. Significant activation was also observed in the left pos-
terior hippocampus. However, this cluster was not clearly located
in the hippocampus but fell largely in the ventricle. To determine
whether the relationship between spindles and the result of our
schema 	 consolidation interaction contrast was driven by one
of the two conditions (SR or NS), we examined correlations
between spindle density and the parameter estimates for the re-
cent � remote contrast, separately for the SR and the NS condi-
tion (Fig. 4C,D). For SR facts, spindle density was strongly
associated with the overnight change in hippocampal activity
(r(19) � �0.715, p � 0.001). Thus participants with higher spin-
dle densities showed a greater overnight decrease in hippocampal
involvement than participants with lower spindle densities. For
NS facts, there was no such association (r(19) � 0.204, p � 0.402).
These correlations differed marginally in strength (t(16) � 2.01,

Table 4. Significant activation clusters for the schema effect

Region of activation
Cluster extent
(voxels)

Maximum
z value p value

Peak Montreal
Neurological Institute
coordinate

SR � NS

BA 40 (L) 341 4.14 �0.001 �58 �32 30

Anterior cingulate (BA 32) 184 4.08 �0.001 4 32 �8

Cerebellum anterior lobe (R) 505 4.07 �0.001 20 �46 �18

Cerebellum (L) 264 4.07 �0.001 �14 �64 �22

Superior temporal gyrus (R) 678 4.01 �0.001 64 �24 16

BA 44 (R) 49 3.97 �0.001 56 10 12

Superior temporal gyrus (L) 876 3.80 �0.001 �48 0 6

Parahippocampus (L) 179 3.75 �0.001 �24 �42 �6

Middle temporal gyrus,

BA 39 (R)

298 3.61 �0.001 50 �72 30

Posterior cingulate (R) 476 3.56 �0.001 12 �54 22

Parahippocampus (L) 81 3.54 �0.001 �28 �26 �28

Middle frontal gyrus (L) 57 3.50 �0.001 �32 38 �14

Putamen (R) 62 3.46 �0.001 20 6 4

Putamen (L) 50 3.22 �0.001 �22 8 4

Cerebellar tonsil (R) 51 3.00 0.001 4 �52 �44

Middle temporal gyrus (R) 50 2.88 0.002 �62 �54 2

NS � SR

Cingulate gyrus (L) 544 4.60 �0.001 �8 22 42

Middle frontal gyrus (L) 225 3.71 �0.001 �26 50 12

Superior frontal gyrus (R) 50 3.32 0.001 18 48 �10

Pons 52 3.18 0.001 2 �38 �28

Middle occipital gyrus,

BA 18 (L)

57 3.18 0.001 �36 �88 6

Voxelwise threshold of p � 0.005 and extent threshold of k � 48 voxels, which corresponds with an overall

false-positive rate of �5%, corrected for multiple comparisons (Slotnick et al., 2003). L, Left; R, right; BA, Brodmann

area.

Table 5. Significant activation clusters for the interaction contrast

SR(recent > remote) > NS(recent > remote), which describes the differences in the

overnight activation change between the SR and the NS condition

Region of activation
Cluster extent
(voxels)

Maximum
z value p value

Peak Montreal Neurological
Institute coordinate

Precuneus (L/R) 690 4.65 �0.001 �4 �68 44

Superior frontal gyrus (L) 278 3.70 �0.001 �14 38 22

Cingulate gyrus (R) 246 3.75 �0.001 12 8 46

Medial frontal gyrus (L) 56 3.73 �0.001 �12 �18 52

Middle temporal gyrus (R) 313 3.70 �0.001 52 �18 �6

Supramarginal gyrus (R) 3.68 �0.001 50 �36 30

Precentral gyrus (L) 76 3.61 �0.001 40 �18 52

Middle frontal gyrus (L) 146 3.39 �0.001 30 50 22

Inferior parietal (L) 50 3.01 0.001 �46 �34 26

Cerebellum (R) 82 3.89 �0.001 18 �64 �38

Thalamus (L) 64 3.50 �0.001 �10 �32 12

Voxelwise threshold of p � 0.005 and extent threshold of k � 48 voxels, which corresponds with an overall

false-positive rate of �5%, corrected for multiple comparisons (Slotnick et al., 2003). No significant activation was

observed for the positive interaction contrast NS(recent � remote) � SR(recent � remote). L, left; R, right.
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p � 0.06). In parallel to our behavioral analysis, a median split, in
which participants were divided based on their spindle densities
into either a low or a high spindle density group, was conducted
on the parameter estimates of this hippocampal cluster (Fig. 4B).
While there was a clear difference in the overnight change in
hippocampal activity between the low and the high spindle den-
sity groups for the SR condition (t(17) � 4.35, p � 0.001), no

difference was observed for the NS condition (t(17) � 0.07, p �

0.94).

Sleep, brain activation, and behavior
Finally, we tested for a relationship between our behavioral and
functional results by extracting the parameter estimates of the
peak coordinate from the right hippocampal cluster, which re-
sponded to the schema 	 delay 	 spindles interaction, and by
testing for a correlation with the behavioral interaction score.
This revealed a strong predictive relationship between behavioral
facilitation and the spindle-mediated decrease in hippocampal
involvement (r(19) � �0.57, p � 0.009). Thus, participants with
higher spindle densities who showed less forgetting of SR than NS
facts also showed a greater overnight change in hippocampal
activity for SR than NS facts. Overall, these results suggest that the
rate of stage 2 spindles marks the difference in the consolidation
between SR and NS memories, which is reflected in a beneficial
effect on memory and decreased hippocampal involvement
across time for SR memories.

In summary, hippocampal disengagement across time did not
differ between SR and NS memories unless spindle density was
taken into account. In line with our behavioral results, hip-
pocampal decay for SR memories was predicted by spindle den-
sity. Thus, participants with high spindle densities showed
greater hippocampal disengagement than participants with low
spindle densities. This was not the case for NS memories. The
association between spindle density and hippocampal disengage-
ment was also significant in the interaction contrast when spindle

Figure 4. Spindles predict the overnight change in hippocampal activity differentially for SR and NS memories. A, Increased spindle density predicted a reduction of activity in the right

hippocampus for the interaction contrast SR(recent � remote) � NS(recent � remote). Results are shown at a whole-brain-corrected significance level of p � 0.05 (voxel-level threshold of p � 0.005 with

a cluster extent threshold of k � 48 voxels). B, Results of a median split analysis on the parameter estimates of the cluster shown in A, based on the spindle density. The overnight change in

hippocampal activity differed between low and high spindle density groups only for the SR condition. C, Spindle densities were highly correlated with the overnight change in hippocampal activity

of the SR condition. D, No association between spindles and a change in hippocampal activity across consolidation was present for the NS condition. The color bar indicates t values and activations

are superimposed on a standard Montreal Neurological Institute brain. Low Sp., Low spindle density group; High Sp., high spindle density group; n.s., not significant. ***p � 0.001, **p � 0.01, n.s.

p � 0.1.

Table 6. Significant activation clusters for the interaction contrast modulated by

the stage 2 spindle density

Region of activation

Cluster
extent
(voxels)

Maximum
z value p value

Peak Montreal
Neurological Institute
coordinate

SR(recent � remote) � NS(recent � remote) �

Spindle density

Hippocampus (R) 96 3.19 �0.001 34 �26 �10

Ventricle/hippocampus (L) 170 4.37 �0.001 �26 �42 4

Frontal inferior operculum (L) 79 4.05 �0.001 �50 12 10

NS(recent � remote) � SR(recent � remote) �

Spindle density

Cingulate (L) 48 4.07 �0.001 �18 �8 42

Cingulate (R) 54 3.24 0.001 14 12 28

Cerebellum (L) 59 3.55 �0.001 �24 �42 �36

Precentral gyrus (R) 63 3.44 �0.001 10 �34 66

Middle temporal gyrus (L) 83 3.07 0.001 44 �62 12

Voxelwise threshold of p � 0.005 and extent threshold of k � 48 voxels, which corresponds with an overall

false-positive rate of �5%, corrected for multiple comparisons (Slotnick et al., 2003). L, Left; R, right.
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density was added as a covariate. Thus, participants with high
spindle densities showed greater hippocampal disengagement for
SR than NS memories and also showed a greater behavioral
schema benefit than participants with low spindle densities.

Discussion
This study investigated the benefit of prior knowledge on mem-
ory retention across 24 h and explored whether this relates to
sleep. We found an overnight increase in schema effect, driven by
protection of SR memories against decay. Importantly, this
schema-dependent memory stabilization was predicted by spin-
dle density. Higher spindle densities were also associated with
reduced hippocampal engagement across time, specifically for SR
memories. These results suggest that sleep spindle density pre-
dicts schema-dependent consolidation, as reflected in superior
memory and accelerated hippocampal disengagement.

Only recently has research started to investigate neural mech-
anisms behind the beneficial effect of schemas on memory. Ro-
dent work and computational explorations suggest that schemas
act as catalysts for memory consolidation by accelerating the shift
toward neocortical rather than hippocampal regions (Tse et al.,
2007, 2011; McClelland, 2013). Using a flavor–place association
task in rodents, Tse et al. (2007) demonstrated that consolidation
of new information into schemas occurred rapidly such that, after
�48 h, hippocampal integrity was unnecessary for memory re-
trieval. Computational simulations extending those reported by
McClelland et al. (1995) demonstrated that new information
consistent with existing neocortical knowledge structures can in-
deed be learned rapidly and without interference (McClelland,
2013). Thus, in line with our results, information that can be
easily incorporated into prior knowledge schemas is remembered
better and for longer (Tse et al., 2007). But why do consolidated
(schema-related) memories decay less rapidly? One possibility is
that memories that have not yet consolidated are more vulnerable
to retroactive interference from other mental processes than
memories that are consolidated and integrated in the neocortex
(Wixted, 2004). After all, sleep has been shown to protect mem-
ories from future interference (Ellenbogen et al., 2006) and even
to rescue memories damaged by interference (McDevitt et al.,
2015).

Against expectations based on the results by Tse et al. (2007),
but in line with previous human studies (van Kesteren et al.,
2010b; van Buuren et al., 2014; Brod et al., 2015), we did not
observe reduced hippocampal activation for the retrieval of SR
than NS memories. Importantly, however, participants with high
spindle densities showed greater hippocampal disengagement for
SR than NS memories, while participants with low spindle den-
sities did not. In line with our behavioral finding, this was driven
by a strong association between spindle density and overnight
hippocampal disengagement for SR memories. Thus, higher
spindle density predicts reduced hippocampal dependence, pos-
sibly indicating more efficient neocortical consolidation of
schema-related memories. This is consistent with McClelland’s
CLS model (McClelland, 2013), in which there is a greater shift in
the division of labor toward the neocortex and away from the
hippocampus for new SR information. These human findings
build on rodent results (Tse et al., 2007, 2011) by demonstrating
an association between sleep spindles and augmented overnight
consolidation of SR memories.

Since sleep was recorded during only one night, it remains
unclear whether this relationship is driven by trait-like or state-
like spindle aspects (De Gennaro and Ferrara, 2003). Spindle
activity shows large interindividual differences, but has a remark-

able trait-like stability within an individual across nights
(Kerkhof, 1991; Finelli et al., 2001; De Gennaro et al., 2005; Buck-
elmüller et al., 2006; Piantoni et al., 2013). Such trait-like spindle
measures have been related to “general learning aptitude” (Gais
et al., 2002; Schabus et al., 2006, 2008; Lustenberger et al., 2015)
and intellectual ability (Bódizs et al., 2005; Fogel et al., 2007; Fogel
and Smith, 2011). Trait-like characteristics of spindles may even
relate to the individual traits of functional anatomy, especially of
the thalamocortical system (De Gennaro and Ferrara, 2003; De
Gennaro et al., 2005; Piantoni et al., 2013), with high spindle
density representing efficient thalamocortical system and
cortical–subcortical connectivity (Schabus et al., 2006; Fogel and
Smith, 2011; Piantoni et al., 2013). In this sense, spindle density
may mark more efficient neocortical processing, which in turn
may relate to more efficient assimilation of memories into exist-
ing neocortical networks. In addition to trait-like characteristics,
spindles can vary from one night to another within the same
individual. Such state-like variation is thought to play a role in
sleep-dependent memory consolidation by shaping neuronal
networks after learning (De Gennaro and Ferrara, 2003).
Learning-related increases in spindles have been reported in a
broad range of studies (Gais et al., 2002; Schabus et al., 2004;
Schmidt et al., 2006; Fogel and Smith, 2011; Tamminen et al.,
2013; Lustenberger et al., 2015). Further support for causal in-
volvement of spindles in memory consolidation comes from neu-
rophysiological studies (Siapas and Wilson, 1998; Sirota et al.,
2003), a study in humans linking memory replay to spindle ac-
tivity (Bergmann et al., 2012), and a pharmacological study by
Mednick et al. (2013). Importantly, spindle activity has also been
implicated in the integration of new information with existing
knowledge. Tamminen and colleagues (Tamminen et al., 2010)
demonstrated that participants with higher spindle densities
showed larger overnight increases in lexical competition, reflect-
ing enhanced integration, which is in line with the superior re-
tention of SR memories that we observed here. What role could
spindles play in the assimilation of information into neural net-
works? Spindles could potentially trigger neocortical plasticity
(Timofeev et al., 2002; Rosanova and Ulrich, 2005). For example,
Rosanova and Ulrich (2005) demonstrated that a natural firing
pattern recorded in an anesthetized cat during sleep spindles in-
duced long-term potentiation at excitatory connections in pyra-
midal cells in vitro. These epochs of heightened plasticity,
induced by spindles, tend to occur in close temporal correlation
with hippocampal SWR (Siapas and Wilson, 1998; Sirota et al.,
2003; Clemens et al., 2007). SWRs are linked to the reactivation of
memories and are thought to play a crucial role in memory con-
solidation (Buzsáki, 1989; Wilson and McNaughton, 1994; Lee
and Wilson, 2002; Girardeau et al., 2009; Ramadan et al., 2009;
Ego-Stengel and Wilson, 2010). The coupling of these network
events effectively links neocortical and hippocampal cell assem-
blies (Sirota et al., 2003) and seems to provide ideal conditions for
a coordinated hippocampal–neocortical information exchange
(Siapas and Wilson, 1998; Sirota et al., 2003). These proposed
mechanisms for spindle activity could underpin the integration
of newly encoded hippocampal-dependent memories into exist-
ing neocortical networks. If new information is consistent with
existing neocortical representations, it is assimilated more effi-
ciently (McClelland, 2013) and therefore might benefit more
from the proposed integrative function of spindles, which is in
keeping with our current findings. Participants who showed an
increase in the schema effect across consolidation (i.e., had better
retention of SR than NS memories), assimilated SR memories
more efficiently into the neocortex, as indexed by higher spindle
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densities and decreased hippocampal engagement. Thus spindle-
correlated neocortical consolidation of new information is ac-
companied by a concomitant reduction in hippocampal support.
Notably, however, our study has only limited ability to reveal the
association between sleep spindle density and schema benefit to
memory. Future research should determine whether schema-
dependent performance changes after sleep reflect sleep-related
consolidation processes, mirror a general learning trait, or relate
to both state and trait influences.

So far only one other study (Durrant et al., 2015) has shown a
relationship between sleep and the schema benefit on memory.
Here, participants learned short new melodies that either con-
formed to the schema of Western tonal music, or did not, and
were thus probably less pleasant (Droit-Volet et al., 2013). Mem-
ory for schema-congruent but not schema-incongruent melodies
improved overnight and this improvement was predicted by
REM sleep (Durrant et al., 2015). The apparent REM dependency
of musical schemas contrasts markedly with the link we observe
between the declarative schema and sleep spindles. This differ-
ence may relate to the differences between the schemas in
question, as REM sleep is associated with both procedural mem-
ory and emotion (Nishida and Walker, 2007; van der Helm and
Walker, 2011; Spoormaker et al., 2012), while NREM sleep is
associated with declarative memory (Ackermann and Rasch,
2014). Together these findings support the idea that prior knowl-
edge affects sleep-dependent consolidation processes, but further
research is needed to determine whether the observed relation-
ships reflect causal involvement of sleep.

The current study is limited by both correlative nature and
small sample size. Although spindle activity has been associated
with both state and trait measures of cognitive variables (Fogel
and Smith, 2011), conflicting results also exist (Ujma et al., 2014;
Ackermann et al., 2015). Neither the relationship between spin-
dle activity and memory consolidation (Ackermann et al., 2015)
nor between spindle activity and intelligence (Ujma et al., 2014)
are invariantly observed. Differences in the spindle parameters
assessed complicate the picture and small sample sizes, although
typical of sleep studies, increase the probability of overestimating
the real association strength (Ackermann et al., 2015). Hence we
must interpret the results cautiously. Further research should
confirm the observed association and investigate potential causal
relationships.

In summary, our results suggest a role for sleep spindles in
schema-dependent memory consolidation. We found that the
rate of sleep spindles predicts memory retention and hippocam-
pal disengagement specifically for memories, which relate to
prior knowledge. This is consistent with the suggestion that sleep
spindles predict hippocampal-to-neocortical consolidation, and
extends this idea to show that spindles may mediate interactions
between existing knowledge and new learning.
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